OUTREACH AND PHILANTHROPY

1973  Psych: Creation of the Department of Psychology (NOTE: an exceptional and additional award & grant FY74)

1974  Psych: Creation of Sex Education Program under the department of psychology
1974  Short Term Institutes: enhancing the quality of life and support for student participation in the program and to attract qualified candidates who might not otherwise be able to attend
1974  Complementary Schools Project for the development and evaluation of a week-long ed. program for alumni families (1975). “Alumni College” 1979 Admissions - “Kid Person” Program

1976  Hiring of Dr. Robert Masland, Chief of the Adolescent Unit of the Children’s MC as consultant to Graham House
1976  Teaching Fellow - Add a 4th Abbot Academy Association teaching fellow - over and above the present Phillips Academy instructional budget for teaching fellows
1976  Salary for present Abbot Academy Association teaching fellow Regina Nolan to become an instructor in Philosophy and the senior synthesis course as a specific exception to the stated Assoc. policy of limiting grants to a 3-year period

1977  Bicentennial Fund donation
1977  Language Skills Specialist’s Salary

1978  Latin American Studies instructorship, first of three grants
1978  STI - Short Term Institute Scholarships

1979  Study Skills staff - 1/2 for two fellows
1979  Faculty - Visual Studies incentive ($4,000 added by action of the Exec. Committee - overwhelming response by faculty)

1980  Urban Studies Institute: direct scholarship for Lawrence students
1980  Funds to set up three-day exchange between PA and Bryn Mawr of faculty to facilitate better understanding of secondary institutions

1981  To compile a computer program on all aspects of first aid
1981  To fund a part-time instructor in Chinese as a trial

1982  Funds to send Dean of Admission to United Auto Workers Summer Camp for recruiting purposes
1982  Budget increase for the Dean of Residence Office
1982  Scholarships to fund high school student visits
1982  Urban studies scholarships for 6-8 Lawrence High School students
1982  Outward Bound experience for faculty - faculty attending must be returning to PA, and should not have attended previous trip
1982 Commons lunch budget - for two terms to hire staff at lunch to free up Deans since students are unavailable to work

1983 Headmaster’s symposium - request for continuation
1983 Funding for one full-time summer session salary and supplies for the purpose of revising the computer software presently used from BASIC-PLUS to PASCAL
1983 Partial sponsorship of students in the Chinese language course to travel to the Harbin Institute in China during the summer of ’84
1983 Headmaster’s Symposium Series
1984 Community service - transportation and administrative expenses for local programs
1984 Funding of a summer English Study institute for teachers from Urban public schools. (Later known as the Andover Bread Loaf Institute)

1984 Summer Job Opportunities program
1984 Headmasters symposium - USSR/US Relations

1985 Harbin - Student exchange
1985 Harbin - Faculty exchange
1985 Haiti- Orphanage work
1985 Faculty computer training reserved for Fall 1985 meeting
1985 Endowment for the Madame Sarah Abbot Award

1986 Urban Teacher’s Writing Workshop and Computer methodology and data collection
1986 Summer Institute: Teachers of Talented Students
1986 Professional training for Eating disorder treatment
1986 Science interns

1987 Headmaster’s Symposium - Environmental Field trips
1987 Scholarship for exchange term in Germany
1987 Headmaster’s symposium – Transportation

1988 Dietician’s salary
1988 Summer workshops at Middlebury

1989 Faculty salaries for disposal of rejected laboratory regents

1990 Incorporation of photography into Andover Bread Loaf
1990 Institute for Recruitment for Teachers

1991 Stipends for 3 speakers re: contributions of people of color in the fields of math & science
1991 Funding for a visiting Alumni/ae fellow
1992  PALS Phillips Academy/Lawrence Schools Tutorial supplies and LEGO kits for PALS tutoring program
1992  Word Perfect Conference in Utah (Computer training)
1992  Request to cover costs of speakers and materials for a faculty/staff seminar on homosexuality and homophobia
1992  Commons lunch budget for two terms to hire staff at lunch to free up Deans since students are unavailable to work

1993  PALS career education library resources (books and display shelves) which will strengthen the PALS program
1993  Support for salaries for four faculty members, consultant’s fees and supplies for a summer group to develop a coherent program of education in life skills
1993  Request for continued funding of the visiting alumni/ae fellow program which was launched by the Abbot Association in 92-93. Expenses include transportation and incidentals for 3 visitors
1993  Request for two years of partial scholarships for transportation, hotel accommodations and registration for students who want, but cannot afford, to attend Model UN conferences
1993  Request covers cost of producing and analyzing a survey asking alumni/ae of the class of 1993 about the colleges they are attending

1994  Habitat for Humanity volunteers’ orientation booklet and another booklet for Lawrence community workers and Habitat board members
1994  Exploring the relationship of community involvement and service at Phillips Academy.
1994  Music Enrichment Program at the Grace Church after school program in Lawrence/ongoing improvements and development.
1994  Development of MS2 outreach program - a collaboration between public schools and (MS)2 in New York, Louisville, Chicago and Arizona
1994  Travel to Vietnam

1995  Re submission of Nov. 1994 request to create a national symposium on the subject of academic and personal issues in the transition from secondary school to college
1995  Spring outreach trip John’s Island, South Carolina for 35 students and faculty to work together as colleagues renovating and repairing homes in rural US.
1995  Completion of Washington Intern Research Project.

1996  Replacement of well-worn books in the PALS paperback library and to purchase new titles by popular authors and award-winning books
1996  Funds to participate in a 2-week total-immersion program in Puebla, Mexico. This program includes a homestay and daily workshop sessions in language, culture and materials development
1997  To provide financial assistance for students who would like to participate on a 9-day trip during Spring Break 1998 to Germany, Austria and Switzerland
1997  Funds for a one-day regional conference for high school community service programs (24) to further the dialogue surrounding the place of public service in education

1997  Enhancement of spring community service trip to St. John’s Island, SC, by creating a joint community service and chaplaincy retreat for 1998, which would involve additional construction materials, a guest speaker or musician and fees.

1998  Support for second annual Community Service Coordinators Orientation.

1998  SEED Park: PA students, faculty and staff, local high school students and community members work together to construct a park that will impact a local neighborhood in the city of Lawrence

1998  Consulting fee to bring Dr. Michael Thompson to the Admission-College Counseling Breckenridge Retreat which will be held in June 1998/99

2000  SEED Park construction completed by P.A. faculty, students and local Lawrence children. The park will serve as a rest & retreat area for a neighboring nursing home, a gathering space for a local church and a neighborhood center for picnics and small concerts.

2000  Exploration of expanding the education service learning program with a spring break trip to the Dominican Republic. At the core of the Alternative Spring Break Trip would be the creation of a community of faculty and students working side by side with local residents on community projects with the hope of gaining a greater understanding of international outreach needs.

2001  Funds for tuition and modest stipends for 4 division teachers to attend a 5-day intensive seminar on the uses of technology in language teaching

2001  Partial funds to create a social justice resource center on campus

2001  Funds to develop the Abbot Academy Association Faculty Development Institute, which will provide faculty the opportunity to develop programs and to attend summer institutes or workshops and coaching clinics

2002  Replace and add new books to the PALS library collection.

2002  Facilitate an artistic collaboration between the PA and Hope St., Lawrence communities through Dance 400 by studying several examples of creative expression

2002  Funds for a 3-year pilot program to provide need-based financial aid for summer language study in less commonly taught languages: German, Japanese and Russian

2003  Augment the IRT endowment--providing strong support for fund raising.

2004  Design and implement a leadership development curriculum for use by the student coordinators of the community service programs.

2004  Andover Bread Loaf (ABL) requests three years of funding to launch the ABL Student Writing Leaders Program, a year-round program for high school students from Lawrence and Phillips Academy who want to become leaders in enhancing literacy in Lawrence and other cities in the U.S.
2004 Funds to travel to England to gather source materials for a historical documentary for an Abbot Scholars project

2005 Funds to create a 3-day workshop in June 2005 for 15 faculty on the use of technology, particularly training in the use of the school’s new course management system, Blackboard. Giving participants a choice in mode of compensation

2006 Include the PA community in “Project Bikes” a non-profit program that will donate bicycles to Lawrence Housing Project Youths.  
2006 Bring to campus 10 middle school guidance counselors who work with predominately students of color to show the opportunities available to their students.  
2007 Support for the Kleats 4 Kids initiative, toward costs of website development, non-profit filing, printed material, as well as replacement cleats and laces. 
2007 Creation a detailed manual on how to set up a PALS Program for other schools or college students to replicate. 
2007 Funds to support scholarship needs of students to participate in summer study-abroad program in Spain. 
2007 Funds to provide an educational summer program for Andover French students in Dijon, France.

2008 Funding for four significant programs for faculty and students in the transitional phase to a more fully developed institutional structure for global initiates.
2008 Funds to produce a documentary of my experiences on the Niswarth service learning trip in Mumbai, India.
2008 To grant Phillips Academy, on behalf of IRT and (MS)2, the request to design and deliver a survey that will enhance these programs to better measure and track their impact on education at all levels.
2008 To fund 15 scholarships for students on financial aid to participate in a supervised, week-long college visit tour program either during spring or summer break.

2009 Crossing Borders Changing Lives seeks to create opportunities for social entrepreneurship and social change for high school students in Andover and Lawrence. 
2009 Host a year-end barbecue in honor of her ARC Buddies. 
2009 Host a one-day event for interested Lawrence elementary school students to come to PA and participate in a math competition.
2009 To provide student scholarship support for the Summer Study in Spain 2009 program.

2010 The Andover Bread Loaf (ABL) project seeks to expand the ABL experience to Haitian teachers, transforming educational opportunities in Haiti while also offering educational opportunities to PA faculty and students. 
2010 Fund a collaborative project between Philips Academy and Lawrence High School students. Through leadership training, dialogue, and service, students will regularly engage with one another in a unifying manner.
2010 First 8-schools conference at Choate on human rights seeks to explore the topic of water. Each school will send 3 students and 3 teachers to present a research project on human rights relative to a particular watershed.
2010 Form a non-profit organization to champion the education of children worldwide. Emphasis is devoted to pioneering a high school model for US kids to help kids at impoverished schools abroad.
2010 Establish a Grassroots Soccer program to spread AIDS awareness in Africa
2010 To fund scholarships for Uppers to tour colleges. Request is for two years

2011 Support for the Niswarth Summer Program for three years.
2011 Haiti Arts Relief Project: Anthony Bogues, professor at Brown University to speak about social issues and artistic beauty in Haiti.
2011 New Intra-YDO Science Olympiad competition for Lawrence middle school students
2011 To fund a one-year position of a Community Sustainability Intern
2011 New York Times Print Subscriptions to be available in Paresky Commons

2012 Human Trafficking Conference
2012 MS2 Alumni Database Update
2012 YDO - SSAT Prep for Lawrence Students

2013 Andover Bread Loaf Haiti Project- II
2013 Challenger Baseball Community Service Program

2015 The Future Isn't Hungry; Lawrence Food Bags
2015 Community Political Engagement Initiative
2015 Funding Andover Economics Review
2015 Funding Engineering Research and Independent Projects

2016 Orbis: New Club Bridging Politics and Humanitarian Aid
2016 Outreach Programs: Data Collection & Analysis
2016 Participate in Phillips Academy OWHL Research Competition

2017 Meals for a Million - PA Meal Packaging Event
2017 Habitat for Humanity Organization

2018 Math Contest Initiative for Middle-School Students
2018 Meals for a Million 2019

2019 IRT Alumni Weekend
2019 Andover Bread Loaf-Puerto Rico Collective
2019 Bringing STEM Education to Kids Around the World

2021 Navajo Water Project Fundraiser
2022  Life's Little Things (supplies for homeless shelters)

2023  Resources for the ongoing Wrap Your Neighbor in Love Knitting/Crocheting Project